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The Hungarian State Opera is the leading
cultural institute in Hungary where different
artistic genres are equally embraced since
its foundation in 1884. The Neo-Renaissance
Opera House in Budapest, a masterpiece
built by Miklós Ybl, was reopened after
almost five years of extensive restoration and
modernisation in March 2022. The historic
building welcomes visitors and audiences with a
constantly renewed classical repertoire whereas
the recently opened new venue, the Eiffel Art
Studios offers a selection of contemporary
productions and modern dance. Whether you
are a fan of opera, ballet, or classical concerts,
you are sure to find a performance to suit your
taste, and even surpass your expectations.

The theme Myth & History offers a wide
range of programmes to fans of opera and
ballet in the 2022/23 season. Our histories
have become myths: Bánk, Hunyadi, Háry, and
The Fifth Seal, or Porgy; at other instances,
myths have made history on the stage: beside
Bluebeard or Mandarin, Ariadne, Elektra,
Tancredi, and even Die Frau ohne Schatten have
done so. It is not only history that is life’s
great teacher, but art itself, using memory
and storytelling as teaching aids, it assists the
professor’s work. History, its facts and figures,
processes and conclusions are impossible
to stage, it is rather its personalities, their
emotions and surroundings represented – and
neither can live without the other.

Opera House

The Neo-Renaissance palace designed by Miklós Ybl has been
open to opera and ballet lovers for almost 140 years. Thousands
of tourists also visit the building each year to admire one of
Budapest’s most important historical monuments.
The building permit was issued in 1875, but only after the original
plan was reworked a number of times, because Franz Josef I only
allowed construction with the condition that the Pest opera does
not exceed the size of the Vienna opera. Ybl therefore did away with
the highest level of boxes and reduced the size of the lobby, which
had the advantage of giving the building better proportions, as it is
almost symmetrical in both directions. However, the basic artistic
approach did not change: both the architecture and the decorations
intend to express the power of music, the latter with the help of
stories from antique mythology. The opening ceremony was held on
27 September 1884, in the presence of the emperor.

Following an extensive refurbishment and modernisation that
lasted for nearly five years, the historic Opera House was
reopened with a spectacular gala on 12 March 2022. The project
involved the renovation and decoration of the whole facade,
the decorative lighting of the main front and the roof, and the

covering of the roof as well as the instalment of a new, state-ofthe-art stage machinery, the restoration of the superb acoustics,
and the reorganisation of the auditorium for a better audience
experience. To improve accessibility, lifts were installed by the
stairs to the galleries on both sides.

GUIDED TOURS
Get to know how this citadel of opera and ballet has been reborn,
how the beautiful interior has regained its former glory, and
what innovations have been installed to enable the staging of
spectacular productions. A 60-minute tour starts every day at
13:30, 15:00 and 16:30 in English. Tours include a short concert at
the end featuring the soloists of the OPERA.
To request private tours or tours in other languages please get
in touch with the OperaTour team: tour@opera.hu.

Eiffel Art Studios

also the place where visitors arrive and it also provides access to
the theatre, the rehearsal stage, and the Ferenc Fricsay Studio,
where the OPERA can make music recordings in a professional
environment.

With the secondary venue Eiffel Art Studios, the Hungarian State
Opera’s new complex, an industrial historic monument has been
reborn: the reconstruction of the Hungarian State Railway’s former
Northern Railway Maintenance and Engineering Works has opened
a new chapter in the history of the OPERA as well. It allowed the
production workshops to move into the enormous building situated
on seven hectares of land, including a full-size rehearsal stage, and
storage for all the sets, props, and approximately 400,000 costumes
that had previously all been stored at external locations.
The new venue is open to the general public: it awaits lovers of
opera, ballet, and classical music, and there is even a teaching
centre for those interested in theatrical professions. The heart of
the complex is the Locomotive Hall, where a steam engine reminds
visitors of the importance of the location in railway history. This is

The Eiffel Art Studios’ theatre stage is named after Count Miklós
Bánffy, the institution’s former legendary intendant. The Bánffy
Stage is home to Baroque opera versions, 20th-century works
of music, chamber performances, contemporary creations, and
modern dances. In the upstairs foyer of the theatre, audiences
can enjoy a permanent exhibition entitled Studios. Secrets.
When the curtain rises, magic begins. The imagination of those
sitting in the auditorium is often intrigued what life of this closed
community is behind the scenes, often thought to be secretive.
Several hundreds of people may participate in a production:
soloists, chorus members, musicians, and dancers. Beside
them, there are many who are “invisible”: stagehands, lighting
technicians, dressers, hairdressers, make-up artists and many
more. Their work is presented here.

Opera premieres
The 2022/23 season of the OPERA was inspired by the
interconnected layers of myths and history, with several
of its premiering productions being based on dramatic
historical events. Beside new productions of popular
operas, the world premieres of pieces by Iván Madarász
and György Selmeczi will also take place. For the first
time in Hungary, Prokofiev’s monumental War & Peace
will premiere, and to honour the 200th anniversary of
poet Sándor Petőfi, John the Valiant returns in a
contemporary staging.

ORFEO & EURIDICE
Kacsóh JOHN THE VALIANT
Madarász THE FIFTH SEAL (world premiere)
Monteverdi TANCREDI & CLORINDA
Mozart IDOMENEO, RE DI CRETA
Mozart LA FINTA GIARDINIERA
Prokofjev WAR & PEACE (Hungarian premiere)
Puccini TOSCA
Puccini SCHICCHI 2.0
Purcell DIDO & AENEAS
Selmeczi ARTABAN (world premiere)
Testoni FANTASIO & FORTUNIO (Hungarian premiere)

Ballet premieres
Every year without fail, the Hungarian National Ballet, increasingly
praised by international critics, proves that its capabilities know
no bounds: it manages to entrance audiences with everything
from grand ballets requiring spectacular classical technique to
contemporary dance pieces interspersed with acrobatic elements.
In the Myth & History season, ballet fans will get to know a featurelength work by Boris Eifman, who is already well-known to the
Hungarian audience, and the two internationally renowned dance
pieces by Bartók will also be presented with new choreographies.

Gluck

Eifman / J. Strauss II THE PYGMALION EFFECT (Hungarian premiere)

THE WOODEN PRINCE
Venekei/Bartók THE MIRACULOUS MANDARIN
Velekei/Bartók
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Opera House

Eiffel Art Studios

Since the 12 March 2022 reopening of the historic Opera House
on Andrássy Avenue after being restored to its original glory and
getting augmented with the most modern technologies, it is not
only a home to productions that have not been performed for quite
some time, but successful performances of recent years can also
take their worthy place on the repertoire. Audiences can enjoy
several significant Hungarian and international pieces ranging
from baroque operas to contemporary works, the most spectacular
ballet productions will return to stage, and following a long hiatus, a
complete Ring awaits Wagnerians at the Ybl Palace again.

The OPERA’s new artistic complex, the Eiffel Art Studios has been
going full steam ahead since its official inauguration in October 2021.
Audiences have experienced the possibilities offered by the complex
in the form of numerous performances, and the Miklós Bánffy Stage
has proved itself excellently qualified with baroque, classical, and
contemporary opera productions as well as modern dance pieces.
The public was also given access to the Locomotive Hall, the Sándor
Hevesi Rehearsal Stage and Zoltán Kodály Park – the 2022/23 season
will feature programmes at these locations as well , too.

BÁNK BÁN –
THE VICEROY BÁNK
BLUEBEARD’S CASTLE
HUNYADI LÁSZLÓ
KING POMÁDÉ’S NEW CLOTHES
STEPHEN, THE KING

THE IMAGINARY INVALID, OR
THE CABAL OF HYPOCRITES
LOVE ADRIFT
THE MASTER & MARGARITA
THE STUBBORN PRINCESS
THE TENOR

ARIADNE AUF NAXOS
UN BALLO IN MASCHERA
LA BOHÈME
CARMEN
CARMINA BURANA
LES CONTES D‘HOFFMANN
DON CARLO
ELEKTRA
DIE FLEDERMAUS
DIE FRAU OHNE SCHATTEN

IPHIGENIE AUF TAURIS
LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR
OTELLO
PARSIFAL
DAS RHEINGOLD
DIE WALKÜRE
SIEGFRIED
GÖTTERDÄMMERUNG
DON QUIOTE
MAYERLING
THE NUTCRACKER
SWAN LAKE
THE TAMING OF
THE SHREW

IL CAMPANELLO
CHRYSANTHEMUMS
CROSS CANTATAS
DIALOGUES DES CARMÉLITES
LES ENFANTS TERRIBLES
DIE ENTFÜHRUNG AUS DEM
SERAIL
FIGARO3
MESSIAH
PELLÉAS & MÉLISANDE
PORGY & BESS

SIEGFRIED IDYLL
THE WIVES OF HENRY VIII
BEDROOM FOLK
THE BEATLECRACKER SUITE
CHROMA
EPISODE 31
ETUDES
SIX DANCES
PAQUITA SUITE
PETITE MORT
SAD CASE
A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE
THE VERTIGINOUS THRILL OF
EXACTITUDE
TROIS GNOSSIENNES
TROY GAME

Stars, directors,
choreographers &
conductors
of the season
Opera-goers may already be used to the biggest names in the
international opera world occasionally appearing alongside our
world-class Hungarian singers in Budapest. Some have even become
recurring guests, enthralling audiences at gala events as well as in
opera roles.
As a prelude to the Myth & History season, Italian tenor Fabio
Sartori is invited to star in the park concert of Eiffel Art Studios in
August. In War & Peace Anna Shapovalova (Natasha) will be the
guest star, while in Die Entführung aus dem Serail Eva Bodorová
(Konstanze) will join the production, who also has Hungarian roots.
Following her great success this year, Angela Nisi (Mimì) returns
to La bohème, while the title role of Otello will be played by Walter
Fraccaro and Carlo Ventre. As a real curiosity, countertenor
Rodrigo Sosa Dal Pozzo will appear in the performances of Orfeo
& Euridice singing the title role and conducting the production as well.
The OPERA also launches a new series titled Stars with a Piano, in
which aria and song recitals are given by internationally recognized
artists such as Ildar Abdrazakov, Ferruccio Furlanetto,
Simon Keenlyside, Julia Lezhneva, Waltraud Meier, Olga
Peretyatko and Ramón Vargas.
The OPERA does not forget about its own stars either. It is going to
celebrate Éva Marton’s 80th birthday with a gala concert, while
Gyöngyi Lukács and Ildikó Komlósi will have 3 solo recitals
each at the Eiffel Art Studios as a continuation of the series started
this year.

A great number of directors, choreographers and conductors will
again be responsible for maintaining the variety of the works on the
institution’s repertoire: they include international artists as well as
recognised artists and up-and-coming talents.
Calixto Bieito has already made his Hungarian debut with
Carmen, in the season of Myth & History, he produces War &
Peace by Prokofiev, for the first time in Hungary. Returning are
directors Dóra Barta, Máté Szabó, János Szikora with
new productions, and András Almási-Tóth stages to rarely
performed operas by Mozart.
The greatest premiere of the ballet season will be The Pygmalion
Effect, a choreography by Boris Eifman. Bartók’s two dance
pieces, The Wooden Prince and The Miraculous Mandarin are also
presented in new versions, former by László Velekei, the latter
by Marianna Venekei. The repertoire will include classical
productions by Michael Messerer, Wayne Eagling and Sir
Kenneth MacMillan, as well as a number of contemporary
pieces by Jiří Kylián, Hans van Manen, Alexander Ekman,
Wayne McGregor, and many more.
The OPERA Orchestra will be participating in almost 500
concerts, galas, opera and ballet performances in the 2022/23
season. In addition to the most excellent Hungarian conductors
and young talents, the orchestra will be conducted by Antonello

Allemandi, Diego Ceretta, David Coleman, Paul
Connelly, Frédéric Chaslin, Thomas Herzog, Marc
Piollet and Leonardo Sini.

TICKET INFORMATION
Tickets for the 2022/23 season are on sale online or at our ticket
offices.

Hungarian State Opera ticket offices
OPERA HOUSE
1061 Budapest, Andrássy út 22.
Phone:
+36 1 332 6150
Monday – Sunday
10:00–19:00

EIFFEL ART STUDIOS
1101 Budapest, Kőbányai út 30.
Phone:
+36 1 814 7185
Thursday – Sunday
10:00–19:00

OPERA SALES CENTRE
1061 Budapest, Hajós utca 13-15., ground floor 1 (door bell no. 90)
Phone:
+36 1 332-7914
Monday – Thursday
10:00–17:00
Friday
10:00–14:00

Further information
ticket@opera.hu
opera.hu
Guided tours
tour@opera.hu

